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AIR NEW ZEALAND LIMITED : LIMITS ON FOREIGN OWNERSHIP 
 
Summary 
 
1 This report introduces the issues that officials are examining in preparing advice 
on whether the Kiwi shareholder should approve any relaxation of the limits on foreign 
investment in Air New Zealand Ltd. 
 
Introduction 
 
2 Air New Zealand Ltd. has approached Ministers seeking the removal of the 
restrictions on foreign ownership of its shares (Letter from Air New Zealand CEO, Gary 
Toomey to the Prime Minister of 19 March 2001 refers). Officials have held preliminary 
meetings with members of the airline’s senior management to discuss what the company 
is seeking. Air New Zealand will be reverting to us with more details on a proposal once 
Air New Zealand’s preoccupation with matters in Australia is over.  This paper provides 
background on the issues involved. We recommend minimising public comment because 
of the sensitivity of some of the issues involved. 
 
Air New Zealand financial position 
 
3 Air New Zealand is seeking to embark on a comprehensive fleet replacement 
programme. This would extend the company’s debt/equity ratio (including aircraft 
operating leases) to an extent that would be of serious concern to financial markets, 
lenders, lessors and rating agencies. Air New Zealand has been divesting non-core assets 
and seeking cost savings but here is a limit to how much that will help. The airline 
believes that the amount that New Zealander’s would be prepared to invest in the risky 
airline business is too limited to finance Air New Zealand’s capital needs.  There is no 
guarantee that, even if the Kiwi shareholder agrees to relax limits on foreign investment, 
Air New Zealand will be able to raise the additional equity it says that it needs over the 
timeframe it envisages.  There can be little doubt however that it needs more capital to 
sustain its position and grow ant that it is very unlikely to be able to satisfy its needs in 
the New Zealand market. 
 
4 Recent global economic developments have not helped Air New Zealand. The 
benefits for the company of recent record growth in tourism to New Zealand have been 
offset by the increase in the US$ and the rise in the price of aviation fuel and Ansett has 
been hurt by the Australian Government’s policy decision to open up the Australian 



domestic airline industry to foreign investment. Two budget airlines, Virgin Blue and 
Impulse, both prepared to make significant losses to capture market share, are competing 
vigorously with Qantas and Ansett. 
 
5 Ansett Australia’s recent regulatory difficulties with CASA have of course 
seriously compounded its woes and highlighted the urgent need for further substantial 
investment. 
 
Current limits and treaty criteria 
 
6 With the exception of a provision for a majority Australasian-owned airline 
operating solely in Australasia under the Single Aviation Market Arrangements with 
Australia, New Zealand international airlines have been restricted to a maximum of 25% 
ownership by any one foreign airline, 35% by foreign airlines and 49% by foreign 
investors. Air New Zealand’s international air services licence issued by the Minister of 
Transport requires that it be substantially owned and effectively controlled (SO&EC) by 
New Zealand nationals and the powers given to the Kiwi Shareholder under provisions in 
the Air New Zealand Constitution also protect this1 (see Annex One). 
 
7 One reason for these limits is a standard provision in bilateral air services 
agreements (ASAs) has traditionally granted a state the right to refuse grant operating 
authorisation to an international airline of another state if that airline is not substantially 
owned and effectively controlled (SO&EC) by nationals of that state. These criteria have 
meant that internationally cross border mergers of international airlines are very rare 
though there are some examples (Swissair-owned Sabena and Spanish-owned Aerolineas 
Argentinas).  One reason for the growing importance of Global alliances has been that 
they provide an alternative to mergers which gives the party some of the commercial 
benefits. 
 
8 The 1998 restatement of New Zealand’s International Air Transport Policy 
(IATP) stated that: 
 

“In the meantime, almost all of New Zealand's bilateral agreements provide for a 
State to withhold operating authorisation from an airline designated by the other 
State if it is not satisfied that the airline is substantially owned and effectively 
controlled by nationals of the designating State. Until such time as the 
Government can be confident that an airline it designates would not be denied 
access to traffic rights with other bilateral partners, designated New Zealand 
international airlines will continue to be required to be substantially owned and 
effectively controlled by New Zealand nationals.” 

                                                           
1 Section 3.6 of Air New Zealand’s Constitution sets out the rights and responsibilities of the Kiwi Share 
and the Kiwi Shareholder.  Among other things, the written consent of the Kiwi Shareholder is required in 
respect of any amendment or alteration of any section, clause or definition specified, including those 
relating to the name of the company, the location of its head office, the nationality of the chairperson, the 
composition of the Board and the proportion of ‘A’ and ‘B’ shares issued.  In addition, the company’s 
constitution requires prior written consent of the Kiwi Shareholder to any holding or interest in ‘B’ shares 
by any person that owns or operates an airline business. 



 
9 Since 1998 New Zealand has made significant progress in persuading 20 out of 
our 45 bilateral partners (see Annex Two) to adopt a new set of criteria that maintains an 
effective control criterion but instead of substantial ownership substitutes criteria relating 
to an airline’s place of incorporation and principal place of business.  The worldwide 
trend has been toward more liberal airline ownership. 
 
10 There are, however, a number of very significant countries that Air New Zealand 
operates to that have not yet agreed with New Zealand to this change that removes the 
“substantial ownership” criterion, namely Japan, Korea, the United Kingdom, France and 
Fiji.   In some of these cases we have raised the investment issue with the other party and 
they have not agreed to a change.  In others, there has not been a recent opportunity to 
raise these matters.  These are some of our key inbound and outbound tourism markets. 
Were the Kiwi shareholder to permit a greater level of foreign investment than 49% there 
is a theoretical risk that this would place some of Air New Zealand’s landing rights in 
jeopardy. 
 
Risks from bilateral partners 
 
11 The BIL Trust arrangement protects the New Zealand control of Air New 
Zealand.  However the movement of BIL’s head office to Singapore and other 
Singaporean shareholding in New Zealand have raised some questions. 
 
12 With respect to “effective control”, while a majority of the board is made up of 
New Zealand citizens, the senior management now has a large Australian component 
including the CE and CFO. With respect to the airline’s “principal place of business”, 
many of the commercial functions that would normally be performed in an airline’s head 
office are being centralised in Melbourne. Although legally the company name remains 
Air New Zealand, Ansett Australia is being given equal prominence. 
 
13 There is a longer-term risk for New Zealand that the company will increasingly 
see its future as being based in the much larger Australian market to the detriment of the 
development of New Zealand’s own direct airlinks. Air New Zealand has been 
constrained in what it can do to respond to this by conditions imposed by the Foreign 
Investment Review Board (FIRB) when it approved the purchase of the final 50% of 
Ansett (see Annex Three). This has meant that Air New Zealand is limited in the extent it 
is able to take advantage of the lower costs it enjoys in New Zealand. 
 
14 We emphasis, however, that while some of New Zealand’s bilateral partners have 
not been prepared to move away from SO&EC in their ASAs with New Zealand, to date 
none of New Zealand’s bilateral partners have challenged Air New Zealand’s SO&EC. 
We have, however, been advised that the Japanese Embassy in Canberra may have been 
making inquiries about the status of Ansett International. 
 
15 More likely than a withdrawal of Air New Zealand’s operating authorisations is 
the risk that one or more of these countries would try to use Air New Zealand’s 



vulnerability as negotiating leverage with New Zealand or refuse to agree to increased 
capacity for air services to New Zealand. We already have evidence from recent 
negotiations that the level of Singaporean investment in Air New Zealand has influenced 
that attitude taken by some of our bilateral partners when they contemplate agreeing to 
remove restrictions on air services arrangements with New Zealand. 
 
Possible options for permitting increased foreign investment in Air New Zealand 
 
16 This is why officials have already concluded that the model initially favoured by 
Air New Zealand and outlined in its 19 March 2001 letter to the Prime Minister, which is 
loosely based on the constitution of Singapore Airlines (which is still majority owned by 
the Singapore Government), would be difficult to explain to bilateral partners and would 
be regarded as a sham. The BIL Chief Executive was advised a year ago that this was 
likely to be the view officials would take.  The sham involves removing the distinction 
between the A and B shares and creating 780 million Kiwi shares so the Government 
paper ownership would exceed the number of ordinary shares in the market. 
 
17 Our working assumption is that bilateral partners are more likely to be concerned 
about foreign airlines investing in Air New Zealand than say a large number of 
investment funds from a wide range of countries. 
 
18 Options that officials are exploring include: 
 
- Retaining the status quo which for Air New Zealand and requiring Air New Zealand 

to raise additional capital through introducing new equity holders into Ansett 
 
- removing the “A” and “B” share split but retaining the ability to require foreign-held 

shares to be sold if a bilateral partner challenges the nationality of Air New Zealand; 
 
- limiting the maximum shareholding of any one shareholder; 
 
- restructuring the airline to separate out that part operating services using New 

Zealand air rights; 
 
- conditioning any approval by the Kiwi shareholder, perhaps along similar lines to the 

FIRB approval of the Ansett purchase, to further ensure the “New Zealandness” of 
the airline is preserved; and 

 
- refining the powers of the Kiwi Shareholder. 
 
19 One possibility that has been mooted is that the Kiwi shareholder could agree to 
Singapore Airlines being permitted to hold up to 40% of Air New Zealand shares (the 
level Singapore Airlines publicly sought when it took a 25% stake last year) or 35% (the 
limit currently for foreign airlines in total. Despite this issue having been raised publicly 
by Air New Zealand’s chairman (who is also the chairman of BIL), officials have had no 



recent approaches from Singapore Airlines on this issue nor in recent times has Singapore 
Airlines given any serious indication of interest in pursuing the matter. 
 
20 While BIL, whose primary share listing and head office are now both in 
Singapore, indirectly holds 30% of the “A” shares, any increase in 25% held by 
Singapore Airlines raises the risk of a bilateral partner maintaining that Air New Zealand 
should be operating under Singapore’s bilateral ASAs. Protectionist countries see 
Singapore Airlines as a real threat to their own international airlines and already in a 
significant number of our bilateral negotiations we have seen evidence of their concerns. 
 
Process  
 
21 There is a considerable amount of work to be done to complete for consideration 
by Government the exact nature of any recommendations to the Kiwi Shareholder. This 
will include any further work on the magnitude of the bilateral risk to Air New Zealand 
and New Zealand.  It will also involve detailed work on Air New Zealand’s financial 
position and options for raising the capital the airline requires from within and outside 
New Zealand.  The requirements of the new takeover code will also need to be taken into 
account. 
 
22 Air New Zealand hopes to have a decision to incorporate into its strategic plan in 
July so that announcements on the airlines’ future strategy can be made at the time of the 
release of the company’s annual result in August. 
 
Consultation 
 
23 This report has been prepared by the Ministry of Transport in consultation with 
the Treasury and the Department of prime Minister and Cabinet. 
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